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U.S. Muslim Brotherhood Bios at a Glance1
alphabetical
A companion to the US MB History at a Glance Chart, US MB at a Glance Chart, and Key Faces of U.S. MB.
ucc = un-indicted co-conspirator in Holy Land Foundation, where 300 names were designated. cc = criminal
conviction on “Terror” related charges.
1) Mohammad Nur Abdullah - Sudanese, fatwa advisor to Qaradawi. ISNA president, Trustee FCNA,
2) Mufid Abdulqader - Palestinian, cc, serving 20 years. Half bro to Khaled Mashal. Present at the HAMAS fund
raiser 1993 FBI wiretapped meeting in Philadelphia.
3) Mohammed Akram Adlouni - author of An Explanatory Memorandum: On the General Strategic Goals for the Group in
North America, approved by Shura Council in 1987. He was a senior HAMAS and Muslim Brotherhood official in
the U.S. at the time, now Secretary General of the International al-Quds Foundation in Lebanon, headed by Sheik
Qaradawi.
4) Professor Khurshid Ahmad - Indian, VP Jamaat-i-Islami (Maududi), Pakistani senator, Honorary Doctorate in
Islamic Economics International Islamic U., Malaysia, Masters economics and Islamic studies. “a father of modern
Islamic economics.”
5) Omar Ahmad - Palestinian, ucc, CAIR founder and Chairman, M.S. Computer Engineering, President and CEO of
Silicon Expert Technologies, present at the 1993 FBI wiretapped meeting in Philadelphia, where a plot was hatched
to disguise payments to HAMAS terrorists as charitable giving, and he said “war is deception... this is like one who
plays basketball; he makes a player believe that he is doing this while he does something else...politics is a
completion of war.” Also suggested that the Ikhwan create some neutral sounding organizations such as a
“Palestinian-American Friendship Association ... This will be done in order to...put some honey a little bit at a time
with the poison they’re given.”
6) Parvez Ahmed - B.S. Mechanical Engineering, Ph.D. Finance, Fulbright Scholar. Much more.
7) Mohammad Akef - Egyptian, imprisoned in Egypt 1954-74, 1996-99. One of Akef’s goals was to reconstruct the
Brotherhood’s shattered organizational apparatus. He wanted to establish a carefully wrought international
network of organizations that would be impervious to any single tyrant like Nasser. That took him to Himmat and
Nada in Munich. Chief Imam Islamic Center of Germany in Munich 1984-1987. MB G.L. (General Leader) 2004-10.
8) Abdurahman Alamoudi - Eritrean, Cairo U. grad, serving 23 years in U.S.. One of al-Qaida's top fundraisers in
America, according to the U.S. Treasury Department, (s) and admitted to plotting the assassination of Saudi Crown
Prince Abdullah Bin Abdul-Aziz (later King Abdullah). Frequent guest at iftar dinners, in 1993 Clinton authorized
him to select all Muslim chaplains for the military. Nine years later, Bush's FBI Director extolled him in a speech at
an Alamoudi charity dinner. Shortly after 9/11 he was present with Bush for prayer service at the National
Cathedral in Washington. Obama was trying to get him released, but has already succeeded in reducing his
sentence by 6 years without saying publicly why. (IPT News, July 25, 2011)
9) Shayk Abdallah Idris Ali - Sudanese, Trustee Dow Jones Islamic Fund, now Iman Fund (NAIT), International
Relations U of Toronto.
10) Arif Alikhan - assistant secretary of Homeland Security for policy development. The Investigative Project
reported “Alikhan is a founder of the World Islamic Organization, which the magazine identifies as a Brotherhood
"subsidiary." It suggests that Alikhan was responsible for the "file of Islamic states" in the White House and that he
provides the direct link between the Obama administration and the Arab Spring revolutions of 2011.”

1

Countries of origin listed, not necessarily current citizenship. Magenta are known MB members with 30+ year
relationships with other magentas that traces back to al-Banna thru his son in law Said Ramadan in Munich. Green is
HAMAS linked, some could be both. Brown are other noteworthy people. Compiled mostly from this U.S. MB
Bibliography.
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11) Dr. Hisham Altalib, Iraqi, Ph.D. Electrical Engineering. Altalib, Totanji, and Barzinji were all born in Kurdish Iraq,
and may have met there or possibly later in Britain, where all three received their undergraduate education in
engineering. Previous to helping start MSA in 1962, Dr. Altalib helped start similar student groups in Europe, such
as UMSO, MSS, FOSIS. More.
12) Dr. Shaykh Taha Jaber al-Alwani - ucc, Iraqi, who fled Iraq in 69 due to his opposition to the Ba'ath party, started
MWL in 1962 with Said Ramadan, and attended the Lugano Conference. A key figure, Ph.D. al-Azhar U., Islamic
Jurisprudence. Taught for years at Imam Muhammad Ibn Sa’ood U. in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, which the
Washington Post called the “main citadel for Wahhabi instruction.” Wrote over 30 books, and ran a program to vet
Muslim chaplains for the U.S. military. Called “the most senior Muslim cleric in America”. Authored certification
in Reliance of the Traveller for IIIT.
13) Professor Sami al-Arian - Computer Science Professor at U. of S. FL. Until he was arrested in 2003, he was
considered to be one of the country’s leading civil rights activists and was often invited to meet top U.S.
government officials, including Presidents Clinton and Bush, and at iftar dinners. This was despite the fact that alArian had been the subject of an FBI investigation into his connections with the Palestinian Islamic Jihad since
1996. Sentenced to 57 months and deportation in the HLF trial. There are many who claim Al-Arian was unfairly
tried, called racism, Islamophobia etc, etc, but when he was sentenced by Judge James Moody this is what
happened. Bachelor’s in electrical sciences & engineering.
14) Jamaluddin Atia (Gamal Attia) - expert in Islamic banking.
15) Nihad Awad - Palestinian, CAIR founder and Director, present at the HAMAS fundraiser 1993 FBI wiretapped
meeting in Philadelphia, where plans were made to disguise payments to HAMAS terrorists as charitable giving,
was invited to stand beside President George W. Bush at the Islamic Center of Washington days after the 9/11
attacks. VPresident Al Gore appointed Awad to a civil rights advisory panel for the White House Commission on
Aviation Safety and Security. In 2012 he teamed up with Qaradawi to produce a whitewashed movie about
Muhammad.
16) Dr. Jamal Badawi - Egyptian. Ph.D. Business Administration, frequent speaker at Universities, habitual liar. He
once offered a million $ to anyone who could find references in the Qur’an that condone jihad, of course he never
paid up. MSA member in 1963. In 2011 was on FCNA executive council. FBI documents from 1987-1988 state that
Badawi is a Brotherhood member. On the board of trustees of the International Union of Muslim Scholars, and a
member of the European Council for Fatwa and Research – both headed by Sheik Qaradawi. Badawi made a trip to
Qatar in 2007, where he was a featured guest and speaker at a conference honoring Qaradawi (reported here) and
his appearance there was even noted in Qaradawi’s website. MEMRI [video] A 2007 press release by CAIR -Ohio
president Asma Mobin-Uddin in 2007 about a forum called “Interfaith Relations – the Muslim Perspective” said:
“The opportunity to listen to Islamic scholars like Dr. Badawi was a great opportunity for the community to
become educated, and it gave people the chance to ask questions about things they may have heard about Islamic
teachings.” Some of his Islamic teaching probably not mentioned:
• Executing Muslim apostates for treason against the Islamic state.
• Wife-beating on 6 conditions, and never on the face.
• Suicide bombings - permitted for “repelling unprovoked aggression or resisting severe oppression”.
• Polygamy is consistent with “Islam’s realistic view of the nature of man and women”.
• What Reliance of the Traveller says about IS&J, stoning, honor killing etc, since he sits on the Board of the FCNA
who certified the translation and content, and in 2011 on it’s executive council.
17) Shukri Abu Baker - serving 65 years, present at the HAMAS fundraiser 1993 FBI wiretapped meeting in
Philadelphia, where plans were made to disguise payments to HAMAS terrorists as charitable giving, and he said
“war is deception... caution should be practiced not to reveal our true identity.”
18) Dr. Jamal Barzinji, Iraqi, Ph.D. chemical engineering.. Barzinji,. Altalib, and. Totanji were all born in Kurdish Iraq,
and may have met there or possibly later in Britain, where all three received their undergraduate education in
engineering. Barzinji fled Iraq in 1969 when the Ba’athist regime started executing fellow Islamists. FBI
documents from 1987-1988 state that Barzinji is a member of the Muslim Brotherhood. After 9/11, federal agents
raided his office and home. An affidavit filed in federal court charges that “Barzinji is not only closely associated
with PIJ [Palestinian Islamic Jihad] (as evidenced by ties to al-Arain), but also Hamas.” He was founder of the
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notorious Dar al-Hijrah mosque in Falls Church, VA, where Anwar al-Awlaki was imam from 1/2001 to 3/2002
and counseled two of the 9/11 hijackers. (MB in America)
19) Zahra Billoo - Executive Director SF Chapter CAIR. In February 2011 her chapter’s website featured a poster for
an event that said “Build a Wall of Resistance; Don’t Talk to the FBI.” The poster featured a sinister looking FBI
agent lurking in front of people’s doors. CAIR removed the poster from its website one week after it was exposed
by the Investigative Project on Terrorism. In a post on Twitter in June 2012, she wrote as a ‘public service
announcement’ that, “it’s never a good idea to speak to an FBI agent without an attorney. NEVER.” Her full
profile here, she is very revealing bout CAIR’s true colors.
20) Ghassan Dahduli - Palestinian, his name was listed in the address book of bin Laden's personal secretary, Wadi
al-Hage, who is serving a life sentence in prison for his role in the U.S. embassy bombings. Deported to Jordan
after 9/11 for refusing to cooperate in the terror investigation.
21) Ghassan Elashi - Palestinian, serving 65 yrs, M.S. accounting, brother in law of Dr. Marzook, serving 65-years for
funneling over $12 million from the HLF to HAMAS. Founded Texas chapter of CAIR. Present at the famous 1993
FBI wiretapped meeting in Philadelphia.
22) Ismail Elbarasse - Palestinian, MB archives were found in a sub basement of his basement during the 2004
Virginia raid. Present at the 1993 FBI HAMAS fundraiser wiretapped meeting in Philadelphia. He was listed in
FBI confiscated 1993 MB phone book, and is a Saudi government employee. He incorporated the American
Middle Eastern League for Palestine, which “did business as” IAP. Elbarasse held a joint bank account with Dr.
Marzook in the 1990s; further, Specially Designated Terrorist Mohammad Salah told Israeli authorities “that he
was directed by Marzook to receive funds from Elbarasse to be used for funding HAMAS military
operations...Salah’s financial records document that Elbarasse wire-transferred a total of $735,000 to Salah from
December 1992 to January 1993.
23) Mohammed Elibiary - member of the Homeland Security Advisory Council. Egypt's Rose El-Youssef magazine
reported he “... endorsed the ideas of radical Muslim Brotherhood luminary Sayyid Qutb, may have leaked secret
materials contained in Department of Homeland Security databases”. Elibiary also played a role in defining the
Obama administration's counterterrorism strategy, and the magazine asserts that Elibiary wrote the speech
Obama gave when he told former Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak to leave power but offers no source or
evidence for the claim.” (The Investigative Project) Robert Spencer wrote “in 2011 investigative journalist Patrick
Poole reported that “Elibiary may have been given access to a sensitive database of state and local intelligence
reports, and then allegedly shopped some of those materials to a media outlet.” According to Poole, Elibiary
approached “a left-leaning media outlet” with reports marked For Official Use Only that he said demonstrated
rampant “Islamophobia” in the Texas Department of Public Safety (DPS). The media outlet declined to do a
story... Poole checked with Steve McCraw, director of the Texas DPS, who “confirmed that Elibiary has access to
the Homeland Security State and Local Intelligence Community of Interest (HS SLIC) database, which contains
hundreds of thousands of intelligence reports and products that are intended for intelligence sharing between law
enforcement agencies.” Said McCraw of Elibiary: “We know that he has accessed DPS documents and
downloaded them.” ... He was one of the speakers at a December 2004 conference in Dallas titled “A Tribute to the
Great Islamic Visionary.” The visionary in question was none other than the founding father of the Islamic
Republic of Iran, the Ayatollah Khomeini.” ... Rod Dreher of the Dallas Morning News, whose skepticism angered
Elibiary. The great moderate subsequently threatened Dreher, telling him: “Expect someone to put a banana in
your exhaust pipe.” Yet despite all this, Elibiary still got his appointment to the DHS Advisory Council.”
24) Dr. Ahmed Elkadi - Egyptian, was once a personal physician to King Faisal of Saudi Arabia, and U.S. MB leader
84-94. In 1963 he married in Egypt the daughter of a still well known early MB Egyptian leader and economist,
Mahmoud Abu-Saud, a pioneer in Islamic banking. Elkadi became a surgeon in Graz and Vienna, and given that
Nada and Abu-Saud were Egyptian MB refugees living in both Graz and Vienna at the same time, it is highly
likely that Nada and Elkadi were acquainted with one another in Austria. The couple moved to U.S. in 67, and
then probably in 1977 or 1978 moved from Missouri to Panama City, Florida, where he established the Akbar
Clinic, which was funded with $2.4 million from a Luxembourg bank managed by his father-in-law, Abu-Saud.
Inside the clinic, Elkadi set up a small mosque and an Islamic school. (Merley)
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25) Dr. Ismail Faruqi (1921-1986) - Palestinian, Ph.D. Philosophy Indiana U., Professor of Islam Temple U. near the
Center he opened, a pioneer in the “Islamization of knowledge”. For example calling Spain “Al-Andalus”. Wrote
25 books. He and his wife were stabbed to death in their house.
26) Francois Genoud (1915 - 1996) - Swiss banker, he set up The ACB in Geneva in 1958 to channel Funds to the MB
backed Algerian rebels, who had been fighting the French since 54. He was a prominent Swiss Nazi supporter
who met Hitler in 1932 and later said of the dictator: "I personally have the highest regard and admiration for
Hitler.” He was a great man." He would fund the defense case in the trial of Adolph Eichmann in Israel in 1961,
and paid the legal fees of Gestapo war criminal Klaus Barbie (the "butcher of Lyons), who was found guilty in
1987 of committing crimes against humanity. Genoud also funded the defense fees of "Carlos the Jackal" in his
trial in Paris in 1997. (Morgan 2)
27) Ziad Abu-Ghanimeh - Spokesman for Jordanian MB.
28) Rabith Hadid was arrested on terror-related charges and deported to Lebanon in 2003. Founder of the Global
Relief Foundation, which after 9/11 was blacklisted by the Treasury Department for fsinancing al-Qaida and other
terror groups. Its assets were frozen December 2001.
29) Hatem al-Haj - Egyptian, leading Muslim American jurist, MD, PhD, and fellow at the American Academy of
Pediatrics, founder and president of "Building Blocks of Islam", and the author of this revealing 2008 AMJA paper,
which makes it clear that the duty of Muslims is not to uphold and respect the laws of the land in which they
reside, but rather to do everything in their power to make the laws of Allah--the shari'a--supreme. The World
Health Organization (WHO) says about FGM "the procedure has no health benefits for women," and causes a
range of health problems including "severe bleeding and problems urinating, and later cysts, infections, infertility
as well as complications in childbirth." Yet this medical Doctor wrote a 41-page Arabic-language paper entitled
"Circumcision of Girls: Jurisprudence and Medicine", where he argues that it is 'an honor' for women. He justifies
this position by referring repeatedly to the words of classical Islamic scholars from the four schools of mainstream
Sunni Islamic thought, all of which attest to FGM's legitimacy under Islam. He also refers to the words of the
Prophet Muhammad himself, who reportedly counseled people in his day on how to perform FGM in a way that
would be "more beautiful to behold and better for [the woman's] husband."
30) Sheik Muhammad al-Hanooti - ucc, Iraqi, Masters Islamic Law, Punjab U. Collected over $6 million for support
of HAMAS, according to a 2001 FBI report, was present at the famous 1993 FBI wiretapped meeting in
Philadelphia. Helped run a suspected HAMAS front called LIFE for Relief and Development, whose Baghdad
office was raided in 2004 by U.S. troops. Its Michigan offices were raided in September 2006. Also, his home as
well as the offices of his advocacy group, Focus on Advocacy and Advancement of International Relations in
Dearborn and D.C., were raided in 2006 by FBI agents in connection with an active terrorism investigation.
(source)
31) Hussein Hamad Hassan - Egyptian, PhD al-Azhar in Sharia, Also holds two degrees in law from the U. of New
York and two degrees in Law and Economics from Cairo University. He served as Assistant Professor, Associate
Professor and Professor of Shari'a in the Faculty of Law and Economics at Cairo U. between 1960 and 2002.
Chairman of the Board at AMJA, Director of Dar al-Sharia Legal and Financial Consultancy (Dubai) (firm which
advises Goldman Sachs, JP Morgan Chase, and others). Chairs or is member of the Shari'a Supervisory Boards of
more than 20 Islamic financial institutions across the world including Emirates Islamic Bank, Dubai Islamic Bank,
National Bank of Sharjah, Islamic Development Bank, Dubai Islamic Insurance and Re-Insurance (Aman),
Tamweel, AMLAK, the Liquidity Management Centre and the Accounting and Auditing Organization for Islamic
Financial Institutions. Author of 21 books on Islamic law, Islamic finance, Islamic economics, art, social studies,
besides over 400 extensive articles on these subjects. Has a remarkable resume.
32) Ghaleb Himmat - Syrian MB member who went to Munich, invited Ramadan to the Islamic Center there, and
became his protégé, and a major figure. As his influence grew, Saudi influence on the MB center in Munich grew.
Himmat was officially head of the Munich mosque from 1973-2002, but Ramadan’s influence was phased out by
the mid 60’s as explained by Ian Johnson.
33) Ibrahim Hooper - CAIR Spokesman said "I wouldn't want to create the impression that I wouldn't like the
government of the United States to be Islamic sometime in the future...But I'm not going to do anything violent to
promote that. I'm going to do it through education."
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34) Ahmed Huber (1927 – 2008) - ci, proud Nazi supporting Swiss banker, in 50‘s and 60‘s supplied weapons to MB
rebels in Algeria, converted to Islam in 62 at Geneva Islamic Center. I list under nearby ICM, both were run by
Said Ramadan. He assisted in the setting up and running the Al-Taqwa bank. In a 2002 interview Huber
described his conversion. He stated that he had given sanctuary to three members of the Algerian National
Liberation Front (FLN) in November 1959. They were on the run from police for purchasing weapons. “These
three brilliant men enlightened me. From their mouth, I heard for the first time about the Muslim Brotherhood."
In 1962 Huber became a convert to Islam at the Islamic Centre of Geneva, run by Said Ramadan. Huber proudly
told his interviewer of the time in 1965 when he had met Johannes von Leers in Cairo, Egypt, and the Grand
Mufti of Jerusalem Husseini. Leers had been Goebbels' deputy, and also a convert to Islam (renamed Omar Amin
von Leers) after fleeing from Germany. (More on Leers by Bostom) Huber also met Ayatollah Khomeini several
times in the 80‘s, and spoke before the Iranian Parliament.
35) Anwar Ibrahim - Malaysian Deputy P.M.
36) Rafiq Jabir - Palestinian
37) Sherman Jackson (Dr. Aboul-Hakin) - American, Ph.D. Philosophy, Professor Islamic studies, U. of Michigan, in
2009 he was named among the 500 most influential Muslims in the world by the Royal Islamic Strategic Studies
Center in Amman. Spoke at Georgetown conference in ’08 sponsored by John Esposito with some top sharia
Experts™ who conclude sharia is compatible with Human Rights™.
38) Laura Jaghlit - ucc. Her Washington-area home was raided by federal agents after 9/11 as part of an
investigation into terrorist financing, money laundering and tax fraud. Her husband Mohammed Jaghlit, a key
leader in the Saudi-backed SAAR network, is a target of the still-active probe. (source)
39) Mohammed Jaghlit - ucc, ci, see Laura Jaghlit.
40) Dr. Mohammed Kaiseruddin, PhD. Chairman Dow Jones Islamic Index Fund, now Iman Fund.
41) Bassam Khafagi was arrested in 2003. Pled guilty to bank and visa fraud stemming from a federal counter-terror
probe of his leadership role in the ISNA, which has supported al-Qaida. Sentenced to 10 months and deported to
his native Egypt. (s) In 2012 while running for president there said “Let me tell you, in all honesty, that as a
Muslim Egyptian, I am convinced of [the need to] complete the implementation of Islamic law in Egypt.” And “I
was the first to expose the notion of "moderate Islam," which is used as a means to canonize a "non-Islamic Islam."
I don't know why they call it "moderation." This "moderation" means violation [of the laws] of Islam”
42) Mahboob Khan - Ph.D. engineering, long time Brotherhood member, father of Suhail. was a prominent member
of the Muslim Brotherhood and one of the founders of MSA & ISNA.
43) Malika Khan - Mother of Suhail, on executive committee of CAIR’s San Francisco Bay Area chapter, which in 2011
put up a poster on its website advising Muslims: “Don’t talk to the FBI,” and “build a wall of resistance” against
law enforcement.
44) Suhail Khan - Son of Mahboob & Malika Khan above. Key infiltrator of Republican party and conservatives, long-time
Brotherhood operative on the Board of Directors of the American Conservative Union (ACU), the organization which hosts
the annual Conservative Political Action Conference (CPAC) in Washington, D.C. Was staff member in the Office of
Public Liaison in the White House with responsibility for selecting, among others, which Muslims would be
allowed access to the President and his team. Moderator on several CPAC panels, and has said there “There is no
Muslim Brotherhood in America.” Was in Bush administration’s Department of Transportation, ultimately serving
as the Assistant to the Secretary for Policy, where he had access to classified information. Close associate of Grover
Norquist. Before Alamoudi and Al-Arian were arrested & convicted, Norquist and Khan served as key facilitators
between them and the Bush White House. More.
45) Edina Lekovic - Communications Director of MPAC. This clip of her features her various public appearances
presenting her false narrative and lies. She represented MPAC in 2004 at a United Nations seminar Confronting
Islamophobia.
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46) Imam Mohamed Magid - advisor to Department of Homeland Security, president of ISNA. Advisor to Secretary
Clinton and her office.
47) Salam al-Marayati, Iraqi. MPAC co-founder and President. In 2011 he got the Obama admin to remove all
references to Islam in connection with any examination of Islamic jihad terror activity. He first gained national
attention in 1999 when House Democratic Leader Richard Gephardt nominated him to serve on the National
Commission on Terrorism. Gephardt later withdrew the nomination after a public backlash highlighted alMarayati's defense of terrorist acts and the groups who carry them out. (Investigative Project) In 10/2012 Obama
picked him to represent the US at a human rights conference.
48) Dr. Mousa Abu Marzook - ucc, Palestinian, Ph.D. Industrial Engineering. US designated Terrorist and Fugitive
who thanked ISNA for its support while he was in prison. U.S Gov. says he is “the Deputy Chief of HAMAS
Political Bureau in Damascus, Syria.” He directed and coordinated terrorist acts by HAMAS against soldiers and
civilians in Israel and the West Bank and Gaza.” (S)
49) Dr. Ingrid Mattson - American convert, Ph.D. near Eastern languages and civilizations. In August 2008, the
Democratic National Convention welcomed her to the Democratic National Convention. Then-nominee Barack
Obama invited the Muslim convert from Catholicism to the DNC's first-ever interfaith prayer service. On January 21,
2009, Mattson also participated in a Washington National Cathedral prayer service to celebrate the inaugural, after
another invitation by President Obama.
50) El-Mezain - Is Marzook’s cousin, and was identified by Mishal as “The HAMAS leader for the U.S.” Was invited
but too sick to attend the famous 1993 FBI wiretapped meeting in Philadelphia.
51) Khalid Mishal - Palestinian, Head of HAMAS since co founder Yasin was assassinated in 2004.
52) Dr. Yaqub Mirza - Pakistani, Ph.D. physics U. of Texas, a “financial genius”. FBI documents from 1987-1988 state
that Mirza is a member of the Muslim Brotherhood.
53) Youssef Nada (1931- ) - Egyptian, A major figure, MB member since the 1940’s, imprisoned in the 1954 crackdown
in Egypt, later released and in 1960 went to Graz, then Vienna, Austria for around 5 years each. Also living in
Graz and Vienna in the 60’s was Dr. Ahmed Elkadi, and they likely knew each other at that time. Elkadi
eventually became U.S. MB leader 84-94. Nada met Himmat in mid 60’s in Munich, and introduced him to to the
Libyan court, which promised to fund the Munich mosque. (S) Teamed up with Himmat, Barzinji, Totanji,
Altalib, on many significant projects since 1960’s, and Shamma in 70’s, in Europe, U.S., and Saudi Arabia
following similar models. was designated a terrorist by U.S. and the UN in 2001/02. (S)
54) Zaid al-Naman - speaker heard in confiscated recording of private speech he gave to MB members about it’s
history in America.
55) Ahmed Idris Nasreddin - ci, Eritrean, designated a terrorist by the U.S. and UN in 2001/02, then quietly removed
11/2007.
56) Dr. Mohamed Nimer - Ph.D. Political Science, assistant prof. American U.
57) Grover Norquist - Founder & President of Americans for Tax Reform, on board of The American Conservative
Union. He arranged for President Bush to meet with fifteen Islamic supremacists at the White House on
September 26, 2001 -- to show how Muslims rejected terrorism. More on him, he is a key figure in the infiltration
of the Republican party and conservatives. Close ties to Suhil Khan. Before Alamoudi and Al-Arian were arrested
& convicted, Norquist and Khan served as key facilitators between them and the Bush White House. More on him
parts 3 - 7 here.
58) Abdulrahman Odeh - Palestinian, serving 15 years. Bachelor’s Computer Science.
59) Dr. Esam Omeish - Lybian, Chief of General Surgery Inova Alexandria Hosp.
60) Dr. Bassam Osman - President of the Dow Jones Islamic Index Fund. M.D. neurology Damascus U., Chief of
Neurology Mercy Hospital, previously served as the director of the Quranic Literary Institute, an Oak Lawn, IL
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organization that had $1.4 million in assets seized by the Justice Department in June 1998 on the grounds that it
was used to support HAMAS terrorist activities. FBI documents from 1987-1988 state that Osman is a member of
the Muslim Brotherhood.
61) Dr. Shaykh Yusuf Qaradawi - ucc, Egyptian, Ph.D. Islamic Jurisprudence Al-Azhar U., memorized Koran at 10
yo, author of over 100 books, Al-Jazeera TV show with ~50 mil viewers. US designated supporter of terrorism.
Shari'a board chairman at Qatar National Bank. Very famous influential theologian, a spiritual leader to the MB,
in 1976 & 2004 he turned down 2 offers to be MB General Leader, see his profile in Modern Jurists, Sharia Scholars
on IS&J page. Now barred from U.S., banned from Egypt for 30 years until the Arab Spring™ 2011, in a 1995
speech to an Islamic conference in Ohio said “We will conquer Europe, we will conquer America, not through the
sword but through dawa,” which would work through Islamic groups set up by Brotherhood supporters. He
praised supporters who were jailed by Arab governments in the 1950s and then came to the United States to
“fight the seculars and the Westernized” by founding this country‘s leading Islamic groups. He named the MSA
[as one such group]. Chief Religious Scholar at IslamOnline (The MB in the U.S.) (Baran)
62) Eboo Patel - member of President Obama's Advisory Council on Faith-Based Neighborhood Partnerships. The
Investigative Project reported “Rose El-Youssef says Patel maintains a close relationship with Hani Ramadan, the
grandson of Brotherhood founder Hasan al-Banna, and is a member of the Muslim Students Association, which it
identifies as "a large Brotherhood organization."
63) Sheik Sulaiman Abdul Aziz Rajihi - Saudi, SAAR stands for Sulaiman Abdul Aziz al-Rajhi, a Saudi banker and
billionaire who largely funded the group beginning in the early 1980s. He is said to be close to the Saudi ruling
family and is on the Golden Chain, a list of early al-Qaeda supporters. The name and address of Salah al-Rajhi,
Suleiman’s brother, was discovered in 1998 in the telephone book of Wadih El-Hage. El-Hage was bin Laden’s
personal secretary and was convicted of a role in the 1998 US embassy bombings. According to author Douglas
Farah, “US officials [later say] they had tracked about $20 million from [SAAR] entities flowing through Nada’s
Bank al Taqwa, but said the total could be much higher. The ties between Nada and [SAAR] leaders were many
and long-standing, as were their ties to other [Muslim] Brotherhood leaders.… For a time, Suleiman Abdel Aziz
al-Rajhi, the SAAR Foundation founder, worked for Nada” at Al Taqwa’s Liechtenstein branch. One US official
involved in the probe will say of SAAR, “Looking at their finances is like looking into a black hole.” (S)
64) Said Ramadan (1926-1995) - son in law and personal secretary of MB founder Hassan al-Banna, he was an
influential MB member who fled Egypt during 1954 crackdown. He had good relations with Grand Mufti of
Jerusalem Husseini, Jamaat-i-Islami (Maududi’s MB sister creation in Pakistan) and with the rising power in the
Muslim world, oil-rich Saudi Arabia. He went to Geneva in late 50’s, then Munich. Met President Eisenhower in
White House.
65) Tariq Ramadan (1962- ) - Swiss son of Said Ramadan and maternal grandson of MB founder Hassan al Banna. He
is one of the most influential and smoothest deception (taqiyya) masters in the world today, who denies any
“functional connection” with the Brotherhood, See his profile in the 1 Key 21st Century Master Of Deception, Sharia
Scholar, Reformer™ On IS&J page of this site.
66) Dr. Mahmoud Rashdan - Lebanon/Jordan, Ph.D. Education & Development U. of Wisconsin, Prof. of Education
at Zarka Private University, Jordan.
67) Feisal Abdul Rauf - Columbia U, MS Stevens Institute, key person behind Ground Zero mosque. Father studied
and taught at al-Azhar u with al-Banna. Many other MB connections and suspicious and hostile activities. Works
with Dalia Mogahed creating sharia “index” to measure Islamicity globally, funded by Malaysia and other nations
in MB-founded OIC.
68) Muhammad M Abdul Rauf - Egyptian who fled there during the 1948 crackdown on MB, deceased 2004. Father
of Feisal, studied and taught at al-Azhar u with his friend al-Banna, master’s in Islam, al-Azhar u 1942, master’s
anthropology Cambridge u 1954, doctorate Islamic philosophy London u 1963. Co-authored book and regularly
collaborated with al-Faruqi (profiled above) and other high level MB leaders. “Connected to all MB orgs
worldwide, and a lynch pin in stealth efforts to construct major Islamic center “battalions” in North America and
worldwide.” More in that link.
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69) Randall Royer - American convert to Islam serving 20 yrs for aiding al-Qaida and the Taliban and recruiting for
Lashkar e-Taiba, the jihadist group responsible for the 2008 Mumbai jihad massacres. The conviction was in
connection with the Virginia Jihad Network, which he led while employed by CAIR at its Washington
headquarters. The group trained to kill U.S. soldiers overseas. Al-Qaida operative Ahmed Abu Ali, convicted of
plotting to assassinate President George W. Bush, was among those who trained with Royer's Northern Virginia
cell. (s)
70) Nabil Sadoun - Jordanian, deported 2010. An immigration judge referenced his relationship with HAMAS and
the Holy Land Foundation.
71) Khaled Saffuri - Lebanese Palestinian, BA Bus. Admin., Masters in Management Services, founding president of
the Islamic Institute. Described as an "Islamists' Front Man, who was a longtime trusted deputy of Alamoudi." He
denounced President Bush for shutting down Holy Land Foundation that was raising millions of dollars for
Hamas. Muslim Outreach Coordinator for Bush 2000 campaign.
72) Mahmoud Abu-Saud - Born in Sudan of Egyptian’s, well known MB leader since 40‘s, imprisoned during 50‘s
and 60‘s, “a pioneer in Islamic banking”, economist, religious scholar, his daughter married Dr. Elkadi in 1963 in
Egypt. (Merley)
73) Zulfiqar Ali Shah - Pakistani, Ph.D. comparative religion Wales U., England, Masters in Sharia at Islamic U. in
Islamabad, Pakistan, past President of ICNA (Jamaat-i-Islami), Executive Director of FCNA, Religious Director of
Islamic Society of Milwaukee, AMJA member. He was South Asia Director of Kind Hearts, a charity shut down by
the U.S. Government in February of 2006 for raising millions of dollars for Hamas. In June of 2001, Shah is quoted
in an article as saying, "If we are unable to stop the Jews now, their next stop is Yathrib (The Prophet's city of
Medina), where the Jews used to live until their expulsion by Prophet Muhammad. That's the pinnacle of their
motives." The Two Faces of Zulfiqar Ali Shah exposes him, despite his praises in the MSM. In 2003 he started the
short lived and embarrassing Universal Heritage Foundation with Dr. Muzammil Siddiqui.
74) Dr. Muzammil Siddiqui - Indian, Ph.D. Comp. Religion Harvard, FBI documents from 1987-1988 state that
Siddiqui is a member of the Muslim Brotherhood. In 2003 he started the short lived and embarrassing Universal
Heritage Foundation with Zulfiqar Ali Shah.
75) Dr. Abdul Hamid AbuSulayman - Saudi, Ph.D. International Relations U of PA, Honorary Degree of Doctor in
Philosophy in Education, a pioneer in the “Islamization of knowledge”.
76) Dr. Sayyid Syeed - Kashmiri, Ph.D. Sociolinguistics
77) Dr. Ahmed Totanji, Iraqi, Ph.D. electrical engineering. Totanji, Altalib, and Barzinji were all born in Kurdish Iraq,
and may have met there or possibly later in Britain, where all three received their undergraduate education in
engineering.
78) Dr. Iqbal Unus - Pakistani, has two Master’s degrees in physics and nuclear engineering and a Ph.D. in nuclear
physics. Director of The Fairfax Institute (TFI), the instructional division of IIIT. FBI documents from 1987-1988
state Unus is an MB member. In 2002, the institute where he works (IIIT) and his home were among the targets of
raids by law enforcement officials looking for evidence of financing of terrorism. He was never charged, but he
has not been formally cleared.
79) Mufti Muhammad Taqi Usmani - Ph.D., Pakistani Supreme Court Justice 20 yrs, published Islamic supremacist
who was terminated or resigned in 2008 from the Sharia Supervisory Board of the Iman Fund, formerly the Dow
Jones Islamic Index Fund (NAIT) where he was Chairman, Deputy Chairman of the Jeddah based Islamic Fiqh
Council of the OIC. More at Modern Jurists Sharia Scholars page.
80) Imam Siraj Wahhaj - ucc in the 1993 World Trade Center bombing, American convert to Islam, in 2011 still public
speaker at American Universities, 1st Islamic cleric to give an invocation to U.S. Congress. He said in 2002, “if
only Muslims were clever politically, they could take over the United States and replace its constitutional
government with a caliphate.” In 2008 he promoted ads for the New York subway system to "teach" people about
Islam. The Brooklyn imam was close to convicted terrorist blind Sheik Omar Abdel Rahman and defended him
during his trial. Steven Emerson reports that Wahhaj, a convert to Islam, is converting gang members to Islam
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and holding "jihad camps" for them. He said with a combination of Islam and Uzis the street thugs will be a
powerful force for Islam the day America "will crumble." Key speaker at CAIR's 15th annual fund-raising banquet
in Arlington, Va., in 2009.
81) Sheikh Ahmed Ismail Yassin - Palestinian MB founder and leader, eventually assassinated by Israeli military.
82) Ahmed Yousef - American based leader fled the United States in 2005 to avoid prosecution, now Chief Political
Advisor to HAMAS leader Ismail Haniyeh as well as the organization’s principal Western media spokesperson.
Writes op-eds appearing in NY Times.

